
Surf the World Wide Web with Greater
Privacy in Mozilla Firefox

Do you ever get that uncomfortable feeling you’re being
watched? When you’re browsing the Web, it’s a feeling
you should have all the time, because websites are
tracking your movements wherever you go.

That’s unless you’re using the most privacy-focused
browser, Mozilla Firefox, and you make the most of its
Private Browsing mode. With Private Browsing, Firefox
deletes all traces of your travels from your PC, prevents
hidden trackers from collecting data about you, and speeds
up your surfing into the bargain. Read on to discover how it
works.
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This article shows you how to:

� Use the improved Private Browsing mode in Firefox

� Keep snoopers at bay while you browse the Web

� Quickly delete all traces of your online travels
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•   Secret Surfing: Using the Private Browsing Window ...    

•   Quickly Clear Your Tracks After Ordinary                       
    Web Browsing ................................................................    

•   Constant Protection: Use Private Browsing                    
    Permanently ...................................................................    
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1.  Start Firefox and click the Open menu button
at the far right of the toolbar.

2.  On the panel that appears, click the New Private
Window icon .

3.  This opens a new
Firefox window which
indicates in several
places that you’re now
in Private mode: near
the top-right corner, a
purple mask symbol
appears ; the new
tab is titled ‘Private Browsing’     ; and there are
references on the web page to private browsing .
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Secret Surfing: Using the Private 
Browsing Window
Would you like to avoid having your online activity tracked
by the websites you visit and the search engines you use? If
so, you should browse the Web using Firefox’s Private mode:

Open a Private
Window in
Firefox

Several cues tell
you the window
is ‘Private’
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4.  Click in the address box , type the address of the
web page you want to visit and press .

5.  Firefox will open the web page just as it always does,
but there are several important differences: 

    •   First, no details of your surfing are saved to your
PC. No cookies will be saved, and your browsing
history and web searches won’t be stored, so
there will be no trace left on your PC of the
pages you visit while using this Private Window. 

    •   Second, Firefox uses a feature named Tracking
Protection in this window to protect your
privacy. If a web page you visit contains content
from a company known to track and profile
Internet users, Firefox will block that content.
(This has the happy side-effect that web pages
will often load faster. There’s a surprisingly large
amount of that content that can be blocked!)

    •   Third, although the web page and the tab’s title
have now changed, you can still see the purple
mask symbol to reassure you that you’re
still in Private mode.

6.  If you open a new tab (by clicking the + button
or pressing + ), the new tab is also

private. The same applies if you click a link in a web
page which takes you to a different website and/or
opens a new tab. Basically, this entire window has
these privacy and protection features, so all the web
browsing you do in this window will be private.
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No cookies or
history are
stored

Tracking
Protection is
switched on

A purple mask
symbol is shown

You can open
new tabs and
click links
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Not as
convenient?

Do a quick 
clear-up when 
you’ve finished!
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When you close this Private Window, the only traces of your
surfing session that remain are any bookmarks you created
along the way and any files you downloaded.

Quickly Clear Your Tracks After Ordinary
Web Browsing
If there’s a catch to using a Private Window, it’s a loss of
convenience. In a normal window, Firefox can often complete
your usernames and passwords for the websites you have to
log into, whereas in a Private Window that won’t happen –
you’ll have to remember and type those details yourself.

If you find that too annoying, there’s another option you
can use in place of the Private Window: a one-click me-
thod of clearing all the recent history, cookies and other
details that have been stored. It takes a minute to set up,
and then it’s constantly available. Here’s what to do:

It’s important to note that your web browsing still can’t
be completely private. Although the Tracking Protection
feature goes a long way towards ensuring your move-
ments around the Web can’t be tracked, the individual
websites will know you’ve visited, and they can track
your clicks and searches on their own sites. However,
since Firefox won’t allow them to store this tracking
information in cookies on your own PC, this still isn’t
particularly helpful to them. 

1.  Click the Open menu button at the far-right of
Firefox’s toolbar and then click Customise.

2.  A new ‘Customise Firefox’ tab will appear, pictured
in the following screenshot. Among the optional icons
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Drag the
Forget icon up
to the toolbar

Close this tab

Firefox deletes
all recent 
surfing details
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Here’s an explanation of how and when to use this button: 

:

3.  you can add to your toolbar, find the icon labelled
Forget . 

3.  Using the left mouse button, drag this icon up to
Firefox’s toolbar and drop it wherever you like
among the other buttons – for example, to the left of
the star-shaped Bookmarks button .

4.  At the bottom of the right-hand panel in this
window, click the blue Done button. The ‘Customise
Firefox’ tab closes, and this ‘Forget’ button is now
permanently available on the toolbar.
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1.  Start Firefox without using a Private Window and
surf the Web in the usual way.

2.  When you’ve finished and want to delete all traces
of your online travels from your PC, click that new
Forget button. On the menu that appears, choose
whether to delete data from the last Five minutes,
Two hours or 24 hours and then click Forget.

3.  Firefox deletes the history and cookies it has stored
during the period you chose, closes your tabs and
windows and then opens a new, clean window (which,
of course, you can close if you’ve finished for good).
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Make these
changes in the
correct order

Firefox restarts…

…and from 
now on you’re 
surfing privately!

Constant Protection: Use Private 
Browsing Permanently
If you like the benefits of Private mode and you’d like to
use it for all your surfing, here’s what to do:

1.  Click the Open menu button at the far-right of
Firefox’s toolbar and choose Options.

2.  At the left of the Options tab that opens, click
Privacy & Security. Below the History heading, open
the drop-down list beside Firefox will and choose
Use custom settings for history .

3.  Next, adjust the checkboxes and options to match
those shown in the screenshot, ensuring that you do
it in exactly the order indicated from to . It’s
important that you tick the box at       last!

4.  As soon as you tick Always use private browsing
mode , a message appears saying that Firefox
must restart: click OK.

5.  After Firefox restarts, you are constantly surfing in
Private mode. The only difference is that you won’t
see the purple mask symbol at the top of the window:
however, you have all the same benefits of
anonymity and Tracking Protection every time you
surf the Web.
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